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The Ties That Bind: Summary of a Critical Argument in Plato’s Ion 

 In Plato’s Socratic dialogue Ion, Socrates makes the argument that the origins of poetic 

expression lie in the divine and that all great creative work is rooted in the idea of unbidden 

authorship.  His case that the poet functions as interpreter for the Muse rests in his claims that poets 

do not have authority over the work they generate, and therefore do not have the responsibility to be 

an authority on other creative works produced. By highlighting the loss of emotional control and 

singularity of purpose demonstrated by inspired poets, Socrates shows the powerful role of the 

Muse in the creation of poetic expression. 

 Socrates claims that the influence of the Muse, poetic inspiration, takes on the radical form 

of possession of the author. He likens this inspiration to a “gift” which cannot simply be denied nor 

called forth by the poet, but is “impelling” them as they are helpless to the power of the Muse (Plato 

15). The evidence of this possession, or complete loss of authorial control, lies in the abandonment 

of reason in the divinely inspired poet. Socrates characterizes great authors as being “seized with 

the Bacchic transport” when they compose their poetry, because the enthusiasm that they 

experience during the creative process originates from an exterior source (15). By specifically using 

the word “Bacchic” to embody the spirit of this creative possession, Socrates equates this 

phenomenon to a form of intoxication. The Muse opens up and liberates the otherwise reserved and 

reasonable man to experience an overwhelming intensity of feeling with which he constructs his 

poetry. This characterization by Socrates removes the authority of the poet over the work they 
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produce, because they do not have the power to choose what they create. Authors exist as a vessel 

for the Muse to occupy for divine purposes, and it is this loss of emotional stability that allows 

others who are in control of their senses to recognize the signs that reveal the unique nature of 

divine inspiration. 

 Another facet of unbidden authorship that Socrates discusses is the poet’s singularity of 

purpose that results from their divine calling. In referencing these poets, Socrates says that, “each is 

able to do well only that to which the Muse has impelled him” (16). He makes this point to 

highlight the specific nature of the gift of inspiration, and furthers this thought by introducing a 

demonstrative image of a chain. Socrates illustrates the Muse as a magnetic stone whose strong 

force attracts iron rings, which symbolize those affected by the Muse into a formation like a chain. 

Each ring that has been inspired by the attractive force of the stone is imbued its own magnetic 

force that while weaker than the original source still extends the chain beyond the direct influence 

of the stone. This image demonstrates the uniqueness of each person who has been influenced by 

the Muse, extending from the poet all the way down the chain to the ears of an audience member. 

Whether one is a rhapsodist, performer, spectator, or author, one does not have the ability to choose 

his place along the line of influence. However, because these interpreters have each tasted some 

fraction of that cosmic source, they extend that chain and serve their unique function.  

Plato’s Ion serves to illustrate Socrates’ theories of the minimized role of the author in the 

inception of poetic work and the pervasive influence of divinely inspired creations. However his 

argument does not merely open a discussion on the making of all poetic work, but specifically on 

the poetry that is considered to be monumentally important and beautiful. By saying that, “the epic 

poets, all the good ones, have their excellence, not from art, but are inspired, possessed, and thus 

they utter all these admirable poems,” Socrates emphasizes the holy attributes of divine inspiration 
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(15). He recognizes that authorship can originate from within a human being if they desire to create 

art, but that it will be inherently lacking in something. His belief is that the most beautiful creations 

must come unbidden to an artist because it demonstrates that it was the will of the gods for them to 

exist. Socrates’ argument within Ion showcases a unique relationship between self-expression and 

inspiration within the context of authorship and expression through poetry. Through the poet 

relegating creative control to the Muse, they are able to generate art that goes beyond mere 

expression of the self to the expression of the divine.  


